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AdWords Business Post-Campaign Summary Report 

Executive Summary 

Campaign Overview: The Arts Council of the Valley’s (The Council’s) two main strategic 

goals in using Google AdWords were to raise awareness of Court Square Theater (The 

Theatre) to the 21 to 34 year old demographic and increase overall attendance at The Theater 

and First Friday events. In order to achieve The Council’s goals, there were five campaigns, 

36 Ad Groups, and 879 keywords created. Proposed performance metrics for the Google 

Search Network (GSN) were a click-through-rate (CTR) of 1.75%, 10,285 impressions, 180 

clicks, and an average cost-per-click (avg. CPC) of $1.25, at a total budget of $225.00. For 

the Google Display Network (GDN) projected success metrics were a 0.25% CTR, 20,000 

impressions, 50 clicks, and an avg. CPC of $0.50, at a total budget of $25.00.    

Key Results: Using $248.91 of the $250.00 budget, the account exceeded all expectations 

across the board and achieved an overall average position (avg. pos.) of 1.2, an impressive 

15.70% CTR (1,006% greater than expected) with a total of 3,117 clicks, and an avg. CPC 

of $0.08 (93% lower costs than anticipated). In terms of the breakdown by network, the GSN 

generated 503 clicks, 4,761 impressions, for a CTR of 10.57% with a $0.33 avg. CPC; the 

GDN produced a 17.31% CTR, with 2,614 clicks, 15,098 impressions, and an avg. CPC of 

$0.03. The Arts Council of the Valley Ad Group in the Brand Campaign attainted 99 clicks, 

388 impressions, and a 25.52% CTR. For the GDN, the Gmail Ad Group generated 2,532 

clicks and 4,056 impressions for a CTR of 62.43%. 

Conclusion: By taking advantage of various AdWords tools such as the Keyword Planner, 

Display Planner, Reports, Opportunities, and Bid Adjustments, The Council raised 

awareness with 21 to 34 year olds (55% of visits came from this group) and increased overall 

revenue by $8,475. AdWords proved to be a powerful and cost effective advertising tool that 

achieved outstanding results on a small budget, which is especially important for The Council 

as a non-profit. Overall, the campaign demonstrated that AdWords is an efficient and 

beneficial medium that has unmatched potential for promoting The Council in the future. 

Future Recommendations: To maintain current momentum, The Council should continue 

using AdWords throughout the entire year. The report includes three budget scenarios for 

their consideration. Implementing more GSN campaigns may help The Council achieve other 

business goals. The Council should continue analyzing conversion data to guide their future 

digital marketing endeavors with AdWords. Various ad formats in the GDN should be used 

for further event and brand promotion. However, based on current success, The Council 

should primarily focus on Gmail ads to market to current and potential customers.   
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Industry Component  

Campaign Overview: Prior to the start of the campaign, The Council set two main 

marketing objectives: 1) to increase overall attendance to The Theatre and First Friday 

events, and 2) to raise awareness of The Theatre with the 21 to 34 year old demographic. 

Proposed success metrics for the GSN included a 1.75% CTR, $1.25 avg. CPC, 10,285 

impressions, and 180 clicks. Projected achievement metrics for the GDN were a 0.25% CTR, 

$0.50 avg. CPC, 20,000 impressions, and 50 clicks.                      Figure 1: Account Structure 

The campaign started on March 24th and ended on April 13th 

and cost a total of $248.91. Four GSN campaigns and one 

GDN campaign were directed to landing pages that would 

help achieve The Council’s goals. In the account there were 36 

Ad Groups, 190 ads, and 879 keywords. Further details of the 

account structure can be found in Figure 1. Through careful 

monitoring, the planned budget distribution of spending 20%, 

30%, and 50% each week was achieved during the campaign 

period. The allocated budget among the campaigns was 

redistributed during weeks two and three in response to 

AdWords metrics that showed the campaigns were losing 

Impression Share due to budget limits. The actual budget spent can be viewed in Table 1. 

     Table 1: Actual Budget by Week and Campaign 

Each team member 

managed one GSN 

campaign. However, 

all team members 

contributed to every 

campaign through brainstorming keywords and ad copy, as well as Ad Group restructuring 

and budget/bid adjustments. Manual Keyword Bid Adjustments were used to maintain 

control over the bids while seeking top and first page bid estimates. Initially, many broad 

match keywords were added to all campaigns to capture as many impressions and clicks as 

possible. By using the Search Term Report, irrelevant words from search queries such as 

“cincinnati events near me” and “west virginia harpers ferry” were added as negative 

keywords to further optimize and increase relevancy in all of the campaigns.  Additionally, 

the Keyword Planner and the Opportunities tab were used to research and discover new 

keywords.  Frequent A/B testing was conducted to determine the best performing ads.  Six 

Week 
 

Brand  The Theater  
GSN  

The Theater 
GDN  

Performances  First 

Fridays  
Total  

by Week 

1  $4.21 $21.37 $3.48 $8.30 $15.98 $53.34 

2  $7.73 $21.23 $7.75 $11.78 $23.75 $72.24 

3 $4.42 $5.46 $72.10 $15.21 $26.14 $123.33 

Total $16.36 $48.06 $83.33 $35.29 $65.87 $248.91 
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types of Ad Extensions (Callout Extensions, Sitelink Extensions, Structured Snippets, Price 

Extensions, Call Extensions, and Location Extensions) were incorporated to enhance the ads, 

improve Quality Score and to increase relevancy for searchers. The Ad Preview and 

Diagnosis Tool was also used to test which ads and ad extensions were served for certain 

search queries, and where the ads appeared in relation to competitors. 

Evolution of Campaign Strategy: A week-by-week campaign evolution is presented below. 

Week 1: After the start of the campaign, Location Targeting was refined to specific areas 

around West-Central Virginia. The Dimensions tab showed which geographic areas had the 

highest clicks and CTRs, and through Bid Adjustments, increases and decreases were made 

in certain areas accordingly. Prior to refining the geography in the GSN, the CTR was 2.97%, 

and after targeting more specific locations, the CTR rose to 3.85%. During the first week, 

performance statistics indicated that the majority of clicks came from mobile devices. Device 

Bid Adjustments were made in each campaign with increases on mobile devices and 

decreases on tablets. To target those not actively searching, a United Kingdom Ad Group on 

the GDN was launched with responsive ads for a movie playing at The Theater. At first, it 

was difficult to gain any impressions or clicks on the responsive ads. The team concluded that 

the lack of impressions or clicks was because targeting was too granular from using a layered 

approach with Interests, Display Keywords, and Demographic targeting. After 

restructuring Ad Groups and focusing the targeting on Interests, the United Kingdom Ad 

Group received over 10,000 impressions and 82 clicks within the first 20 minutes. 

Week 2: During the second week it became clear that the Brand Campaign was performing 

better than anticipated but was losing out in Impression Share due to budget, so more money 

was allocated to that campaign. As a result, the Brand Campaign's CTR increased from 

4.86% to 11.71% towards the end of the week. A GDN Gmail Ad Group was launched to test 

another GDN ad type. After a great deal of research on how to implement Gmail ads, 

Placement Targeting was used on mail.google.com. This campaign was an extremely 

successful endeavor, as it yielded an outstanding 72.47% CTR and 258 clicks early in the 

campaign window. Due to the Gmail ad’s success, more of the budget was allocated to the 

GDN campaign for the following week.  

Week 3: The GDN Gmail Ad Group continued to perform well and maintained a strong 

62.43% CTR and an avg. CPC of $0.03. Fortunately, the overall avg. CPC continued to 

decrease across all campaigns. The Brand and Theater Campaigns had become so efficient 

that they required 87% less money to generate the same number of clicks as the previous two 

weeks. Some of the budget allocated to those campaigns was re-distributed to the GDN 
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Gmail Ad Group. By the end of week three, all keywords with low or no impressions and 

poor CTRs were paused. Enabling only the best performing keywords with Quality Scores of 

six and above saved money and improved the overall account performance.  

Key Results: The AdWords performance goals set in the Pre-Campaign report were 

exceeded on both the GSN and GDN; the continual improvement for each network is shown 

in Table 2. The campaign window produced highly          Table 2: Account Metrics by Week 

rewarding results with a steady upward progression, 

at a low cost of $248.91, because of frequent 

optimization changes. The Theatre Campaign was 

the most successful, with a CTR that rose from 

5.45% to 27.74% from week one to week three. The 

avg. CPC for The Theater Campaign also decreased from $0.89 to $0.18. The Theater 

Campaign’s most successful Ad Group was the Court Square Theater Ad Group, which 

accomplished 186 clicks with a CTR of 46.5%. The Brand Campaign also was very 

successful and increased its CTR from 4.26% to 18.28% throughout the campaign. In the 

Brand Campaign, the Arts Council of the Valley Ad Group was particularly effective and 

accounted for 86.09% of the Ad Group’s clicks, with a 25.52% CTR. In addition to solid 

AdWords metrics, The Council reported positive outcomes with offline metrics. Ticket sales 

for The Theater rose by 76% and sales revenue increased by $8,475. Newsletter signups 

also saw an 8% increase. An area of failure was launching the Remarketing Ad Group with 

The Council’s email list because after a few days, it yielded no impressions or clicks. The 

GDN Gmail Ad Group was initially unpromising as well, since it originally generated zero 

impressions or clicks. Only after implementing Placement Targeting and expanding 

geography did the GDN Gmail Ad Group dramatically exceed expectations when it received 

2,532 clicks, a 62.43% CTR, and an avg. CPC of $0.03. Because of the success of the 

aforementioned GDN Gmail Ad Group that promoted First Friday events, additional Gmail 

ads were created for The Theater. One measure of success for the Gmail ads was the total 

number of Conversions, which Google defines as the combination of Saves (when the 

Preview Ad is saved in the viewer’s inbox), Forwards (when the Preview Ad is forwarded to 

someone), and Clicks (when the viewer clicks on the Expanded Ad that leads to the landing 

page). Figure 2                         Figure 2: Gmail Ad CTR and Conversion Rate    

shows a Gmail ad                             

Conversion Rate 

of 1.26% that was 

 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 

Clicks GSN 63 234 503 
Clicks GDN 82 340 2,614 
CTR GSN 3.85% 7.54% 10.57% 
CTR GDN 0.74% 2.98% 17.31% 
Avg. CPC GSN $0.79  $0.49 $0.33 
Avg. CPC GDN $0.04 $0.03 $0.03 
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obtained from the impressions on Preview Ad, clicks on the Preview Ad, and conversions on 

the Expanded Ad. The Gmail ad conversions were achieved through creating effective ad 

copy with eye-catching visuals and strong call-to-actions in the messages. 

With regards to keyword strategy, the account was very successful. Keywords were improved 

through increasing the Quality Score and making ads and landing pages more relevant. 

Overall, [exact match] keywords, as shown in Table 3, were the most successful in the 

account. Keywords that were inefficient and yielded       Table 3: Best Performing Keywords  

few impressions or clicks were paused. The most 

successful ads from the GSN and GDN are shown in 

Table 4. The success of these ads was attributed to 

keywords being located in the headlines, intriguing ad 

copy, effective call-to-actions, and rigorous A/B testing.                                                                                                                                                       

                             Table 4: Best Performing Ads                                      Ad Extensions were 

used to increase CTR 

and ad visibility. Ads 

with Call Extensions 

generated the most 

clicks (394) while 

Location Extensions 

had the highest CTR 

(37.9%) of all the ad extensions. The CTR on Location Extensions illustrates that narrowing 

down the geographic area had a positive effect on the audience clicking on the ads. Figure 3 

illustrates the percentage of clicks generated by each ad extension.                                                             

Collectively, Ad Extensions contributed to                    Figure 3: Click Percent by Extension 

26.69% of the account’s total clicks in the GSN, which 

shows the impact and effectiveness of Ad Extensions. The 

Council also achieved its goal of attracting more 21 to 34 

year olds to The Theater as Google Analytics showed that 

55% of site visits came from that age group. These results 

were impacted by age Bid Adjustments made throughout 

the account, helping The Council achieve its objectives of raising awareness to an 

underserved market with potential for growth. The Council also achieved its goal of obtaining 

more site visits from those interested in Arts and Entertainment, as 92.3% of site visitors 

were categorized as Art and Theater Aficionados, according to Google Analytics. 

Keywords Clicks CTR 

[court square theater 

harrisonburg] 
103 58.52% 

[court square theater 

harrisonburg va] 
80 70.18% 

[arts council] 38 67.86% 

Ad Ad Group Clicks CTR 
 

Gmail 

Court 

Square 

Theater  

1,583 62.89% 

Court Square Theater 
Historic Downtown Harrisonburg 
valleyarts.org/CST/filmscalendar 
Come to Court Square Theater for Spectacular 
Performances, Films, and Concerts! 

Court 

Square 

Theater  

185 57.28% 
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Figure 4 shows the overall progressive increase of CTR and decrease of avg. CPC, which 

were achieved over three weeks through a synthesis of the aforementioned strategy.   

            Figure 4: Overall Avg. CPC and CTR         Conclusions: The Council’s AdWords 

performance transcended original 

expectations for those actively looking on 

the GSN, which generated a total of 4,761 

clicks, and those not actively searching on 

the GDN, which attained a total of 15,098 

clicks. Ticket sales for The Theater rose 

by 76%, sales revenue increased by 

$8,475, and newsletter signups also saw 

an 8% increase during the three week campaign window. Incredibly, these metrics were 

achieved through spending only $248.91, which is especially impactful for The Council as a 

non-profit. Based on these favorable results, The Council should strongly consider 

incorporating AdWords as a critical component of their future marketing endeavors. 

Future Recommendations:  The team suggests that The Council increase their overall 

account budget to make the most of AdWords, as data showed that the campaigns lost 

Impression Share due to budget limitations. A larger budget would allow The Council to 

allocate more money into the GSN as well as the GDN. In the GSN, The Council could 

benefit from creating more campaigns to advertise different areas of their organization such 

as membership, grants, and volunteering campaigns. For the GDN, The Council should use 

Gmail ads to advertise events like First Fridays and upcoming movies and performances. As 

the majority of clicks came from mobile devices, it would be beneficial for The Council to 

continue to optimize their mobile site. Additionally, The Council should research and 

implement best practices for mobile ads, such as including Call and Location Extensions. 

To help The Council understand what to expect from a continued investment in AdWords for 

a year, Table 5 shows three scenarios based on the Current Budget ($250 for three weeks 

multiplied for one year) as well as a                     Table 5: Budget and Performance Scenarios 

corresponding Half Budget and Double Budget of 

that same amount.  The three scenarios assume a 

time investment of 1.5 hours per week to manage 

the account. Further investment in AdWords would 

provide The Council with a sound return on investment (ROI) and a valuable return for the 

entire community by funding more art exhibitions, projects, plays, and performances.   

 
Half 

Budget 

Current 

Budget 

Double 

Budget 

Impressions 169,771 344,223 688,445 

Clicks 27,014 54,028 108,056 

Annual 

Budget 
$2,166 $4,333 $8,666 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

$0.00

$0.10

$0.20

$0.30

$0.40

$0.50

Campaign Start Campaign End

Avg. CPC CTR
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Learning Component 

Learning Objectives and Outcomes: While competing in the Google Online Marketing 

Challenge (GOMC) one of our team’s goals was to learn how to manage and optimize 

campaigns on the GSN as well as the GDN. Our other learning objectives were to work 

effectively in a group and to communicate professionally with our client. The entire team 

became AdWords Certified, which provided us with a solid understanding of the platform 

prior to managing the campaigns. By completing our certifications and participating in the 

GOMC, we learned how to successfully optimize the account through a wide variety of 

avenues. One of the team’s most utilized features was Bid Adjustments, which we made on 

demographics, locations, and devices. We refined keywords through analyzing data in the 

Search Terms Report and genering new keywords from the Keyword Planner. 

Additionally, we used A/B testing for our ads to refine the ad copy, while also editing copy 

on landing pages to ensure relevance. The AdWords Preview and Diagnosis Tool was one 

of our most frequently used tools to monitor ad position against competitors. We 

experimented with Ad Scheduling, and only showed the Performances Campaign’s ads 

during specific times of the day when the campaign experienced higher traffic. Through these 

optimization techniques, we learned how to effectively increase the CTR and decrease the 

avg. CPC. We also gained invaluable experience running different types of GDN ads 

including: image, responsive, and Gmail. The key outcome that our team will remember is 

how influential cultural factors were on the campaign. The fact that people showed high 

interest in and searched for cultural and artistic events indicated that people still value the 

arts, which shows promise for the local arts industry. In the GOMC we expected to acquire a 

general overview of AdWords, but were surprised by the in-depth understanding we gained 

about the various tools and targeting methods that AdWords provides. Another unexpected 

outcome was our success rates compared to industry averages. The account achieved an 

overall GSN CTR of 10.57% and an overall GDN CTR of 17.31%, with the industry 

averages being 1.91% and 0.35%, respectively. This success was unanticipated because prior 

to the start of the campaign, we assumed that there was a low interest in the arts in West-

Central Virginia. However, the effectiveness of the Brand Campaign showed a much greater 

interest in The Council and the arts than previously expected. Overall, the valuable skills that 

we acquired through our hands-on experience in the GOMC will significantly impact and 

positively support the start of our future digital marketing careers.  

Group Dynamics: When our team first met, each member completed the Myers-Briggs 

Personality Test to better understand each other’s work styles. The test results showed us 

http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2016/02/29/google-adwords-industry-benchmarks
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that the group had a diverse set of personalities, which proved to be both a challenge and an 

asset. The primary challenge we faced was that each group member held strong opinions 

regarding what strategies to implement. However, during the campaign window, our 

differences were set aside in order to capitalize upon our individual strengths. Additionally, 

each team member had very demanding schedules with numerous school, employment, and 

extracurricular obligations. To overcome scheduling conflicts, we communicated through 

Gmail, Google Docs, and Google Sheets. An expected outcome was that working together as 

a team was better than working individually, since each team member’s unique personality 

fueled creative synthesis. An unexpected outcome from working as a group was the trust we 

developed that allowed each member to manage and edit all of the campaigns within the 

account. Team trust was especially essential in the supervision of the GDN, since there was 

no single manager of that campaign. 

Client Dynamics: Working with The Council was a richly rewarding experience. They were 

excited to explore AdWords as another way to facilitate local artistic awareness in the 

community. Thankfully, we had no issues whatsoever with The Council. There were other 

teams in our class that experienced some issues with their clients, so we were very grateful 

for the utmost cooperation that we received from The Council. We expected the client not to 

give us such expansive authority, but unexpectedly, they were willing to share copious 

amounts of information and control with our team. The Council provided our team with 

editing access on their website as well as user access to Google Analytics, their customer 

email list for a Remarketing Ad Group, and Google My Business account. Our client’s trust 

and faith in our team was a major factor that attributed to the overall success of the campaign. 

Future Recommendations: If we were to participate in the GOMC again, we would further 

investigate why the First Fridays Campaign did not perform to expectations. The 

investigation would include more research to uncover the intricacies of event advertising on 

the GSN and the GDN. With regards to our group, we believe it would have been valuable to 

do more than one personality test, such as an emotional intelligence test, to further understand 

each team member. To consistently update our client throughout the campaign, we would 

have used Google’s reporting feature more frequently to send them reports. We also would 

have asked for greater client input with our ad copy, to ensure that it matched with The 

Council’s branding and goals of promoting artistic expansion. Overall, the GOMC experience 

has shown us how impactful AdWords can be for online marketing, has introduced us to new 

and exciting careers, and has taught us valuable lessons about succeeding as a team by using 

each individual’s unique strengths to achieve a client’s goals.  
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Impact Statement for The Arts Council of the Valley 

“The purpose of art is washing the dust of daily life off our souls.” -Pablo Picasso 

Non-Profit Information: The Arts Council of the Valley (The Council) is a 501(c)3 non-

profit organization committed to fostering the arts in the local community. Their website is 

valleyarts.org, they are located at 311 South Main Street Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801, and 

The Theater’s Manager, Mr. Mark Finks, can be reached at 540-801-8779. 

How the Non-Profit is Making a Social Impact: The Council’s promotion of the arts helps 

enrich the local culture by magnifying beauty and vibrancy in the community. The Council’s 

support enables many different community events, such as a local high school’s annual play 

and artists’ monthly exhibitions. These events bring the community together for pure 

enjoyment, something that is often lost in the hustle and grind of today’s non-stop, plugged in 

world. Although not a necessity like food and water, art is a necessity for one’s soul.   

Music, theater, dance, and fine arts create a joyful and 

emotional experience for each viewer. The arts make life 

more fulfilling for every individual, especially the creators 

of the arts: the artists. Without The Council, many local 

artists would not even be able to create. The Council gives 

light to many artists’ talents and can help catapult their 

careers in a competitive industry. The Council does this 

through their gallery, Smith House Galleries, and theater, Court Square Theater (The 

Theater). Every month, a different artist has the opportunity to display and sell their fine art 

work at Smith House Galleries. Throughout the year, various performers and musicians 

showcase their work live on stage at The Theater. The performances include a variety of 

works such as concerts, plays, and musicals. The Council also helps promote artists’ work in 

other downtown galleries through their First Friday events. This monthly event gives local 

artists another platform to share and to discuss their work with the community. One of the 

greatest ways that The Council supports the arts is through their grant program, Advancing 

the Arts, which has donated $325,000 to artists and art educators in the community since 

2000. The Council offers grants for exceptional and creative art projects with a sense of 

purpose. Past grants that were awarded have been instrumental in launching artists’ careers.  

How the AdWords Campaign was Designed to Meet Client Goals:  Prior to the campaign, 

we met with The Theater’s Manager, Mr. Finks, to learn more about The Council’s 

background and vision and to align our marketing strategy with The Council’s goals. Their 

objectives were to increase attendance at The Theater for the 21 to 34 year old professional 

Local children admiring artwork at 

The Smith House Galleries. 

http://www.valleyarts.org/
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demographic and to increase brand awareness. The Brand Campaign was created to direct 

interested searchers to The Council’s homepage to learn more about The Council’s offerings. 

The Theater Campaign was designed to increase searchers’ awareness and knowledge about 

shows, and to increase ticket sales at The Theater. The Performances Campaign focused on 

specific upcoming concerts and plays at The Theater. The purpose of the First Friday 

Campaign was to increase attendance at the activities and events during First Fridays 

Downtown. The goal of the GDN Campaign was to raise awareness of The Theater and First 

Friday events. Should The Council win the GOMC Social 

Impact Award, they could donate more grants to local 

artists, improve the artistic environment through 

renovations at The Theater, and explore even more ways to 

support and promote creative events in the local community.  

Campaign Summary: The account achieved an overall CTR of 15.70%, 19,859 impressions, 

and 3,117 clicks with an avg. CPC of $0.08. The campaigns were successful mainly because 

of the combined use of both networks to reach a broad audience. The GDN generated 15,098 

impressions that spread awareness of the arts, and the GSN traffic captured those already 

searching for the arts in the local area. Reaching this wide array of people is imperative 

because art is a timeless and valuable tradition that everyone should be able to enjoy.  

How AdWords Impacted the Non-Profit’s Mission: The Council’s mission is “to promote 

the arts as fundamental to a vibrant community and to provide memorable arts experiences.” 

AdWords greatly supported their mission by generating a sustainable amount of traffic to 

their site, which fostered an abundant increase in tickets sales. The revenue made from The 

Theater is vital for The Council to support artists in all areas and allows for self-expression 

across a diverse assortment of platforms. The Council also increased awareness of The 

Theatre through the GDN, especially to their desired 21 to 34 year olds as 55% of site visits 

were from this demographic. It is essential for this demographic to be educated about fine 

arts, performances, and more, in order to instill a love of the arts in future generations.   

Future AdWords Recommendations:  The Council should continue to use AdWords as a 

platform to support the fulfillment of people's souls. They could also reach and educate more 

people about the arts through the GSN by applying for a Google Grant. In order to manage 

AdWords along with their regular job duties, The Council can use automated rules to adjust 

bidding when they are busy designing artistic projects and promotions. Using AdWords, 

particularly the GDN because of its success, can help attract visitors to the arts, which add 

beauty and satisfaction into everyday life and create a more joyful, imaginative world. 

The 2016 Creative Inspiration Grant 

recipients performing onstage. 


